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In recent years,, influential investigatorsdn behavioral and car

nullity disciplines have advocated the adoption of a more positive, pre

ventive approach. Fbi example, Bandura (1978) has urged behaviorists"Y

.

to consider shifting their deficit orientation to one.stressing,the devel
\

opment of skills'and the expansion of potentials. jikewiiee, a principal

tenet of thq comullnitylrovement haS been'a.pcimary preventive orientation.

Albee (1978) has argued that one of the best strategies for primary.

prevention involveS equipping individuads with personal and environ-
.

mental resources for coking. .Edth behavioral and communitli theorists
..... (r,

might profit from focusing on transitions as a key time point for im-

plementing competency enhancing, preventive interventions(Jason & Glen-

wick,.11980) .

Adindiduals are regularly exposed to milestone developmental

trahsitions which are characterized as progressing through three epi

stages: initial psycholOgical'and phy;ical turmoil; painful preoccv- or

witA-Ae past; and finally remobilization, ac:-_ivrty, and adjustmer

(Cumming., & Cumming, 1962). The wal

of change determines whethertran.-_-__:=

fully handled (Farkes'1971;.

mental milestone" events might e-

eitiah's,'Whereet mastery of thea

capacities to successfully cope

_ls cope with-th,

ssfully or

:H with thes .elcT-

-_---f.:ziduals fut.=

to er.:._airicerr-.-

-7-it. .(Zax &
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Primary preventive interventions-Might be geared towards developing

adaptive coping skills to successfully navigate developmental transitions,

McCandless (1970) has referred to adolescense as a period of trah-.

sitions, when youngsters must adjust to striking changes in their bodies,

socia, roles and societies' attitude toward them. The traumatic con-
,

sequences of mo/ing from a child to a,i adult role in society are dramatic;

suicide is the fourth ranking cause of death among youngsters 15-19,

(Teicher & Jacobs, 1966), and one third of high school children dropout

of school (Ginzberg, 1968). Given such stark findings, adolescence might

be characterized-as a mdified;arisis situation, where the rgent need
Ais to find one's identity (EacksOn, 1956). Conceivably, the question

"What am I?" might be operationalized as the role one assumes as 1
n_ t

as .the coping; esponses utiliZedihreSolving daily life issues. 1Re==
; .. . 4 ,1

grettably,', scliools provide only indirect assistance in clarifying and

enhancing tole deVelopment, and ettablithingrequis te repertories to

adequately master., eveloPmental transitions,':',Fbrexample, schools rarely

diredtly attempt to foster thedevelOpent,Of intimaterelationshi
r

/ I

either sexual or friendShip,.and thus youngsters are forced to explore
0

. I
(

issues of intimacy_versus isolation (ErickSonr "L963) with a pau ity of
J J

0 4

fOrmal guidance, ,In additi , mostigraduating seniors leave high,.=.. 7.01
10 <- i

\

vith an inadequate background to adequately identify and pursue app.=
I'

riate vocational objectiVes (Trent & 'Medsker 1965) . Cnce again, i..---..1.-
\

quate prepArqtioh for a major ma estone transitiOn'creates unwitting

hazards for adolescents who must learn to work realistiAlly and take

enjoyment in thei industry (Erickson, 1963). ?bre than likely, schools
.__. . .

.

would profit from developing specific intervention prt.srams geared

t 4

4
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toward developing constrUctive and reali.stiCfstrategies to handle extant

,/
and anticipated transitional events.

AVart4bul anxietY provoking 'on,!which activates many of

ticel/from high school. At' this

time point, adolescents separate franiparen t siblings and close friends;

they issues mentioned above, odncerns gradt

obtain greater'autonbmy inpakingimp#tant decisions, establish new friend-

experience pressures for geater,intimacy and sexuality; and deal with
z yt /*

ew intellectual challengesz(HaMburg & Adams,J 1967) . Silber, Hamburg, Coelko,

Mbrphey, Rosenberg and Pearlin''(1961) studied coping behaviors in a group of

competent college7bound,high school.seniora, and found they worried beforehand

tolprepare adeqUately for dealingyith stress without being overwhelmed, lowered

their leveliof aspiratibn selectively,perceived encouraging elements in new

situations, rehearaed in phantasy,use f ul benaviors needed tmleal with future

events, engaged in the role reheargal, and aarned about/a new situation in

advance. another study, Hamburg and Afi.EME 01967) found that successful
1

college freshmen utilized friendships to new self definitions, to
4

3arn coping skills, and to previde sup-= := times of crisis. When these

etent freshmen were,coned to tha.:.--e psychiatric hospitalization.

.2ring the year of college, the cbMpete_t y=7..ters coped with problem situa-

JIMS through active efforts. In addit5 optimistically viewed peers.

sharp contract, the hospitzi-ed -Troup few solutions to 'problem

7.ua-jons and attributed conniderahe to peers. Conceivably,

WbroVided transitionlgsters about to graduate fp= sc=

experien which i=r,-)r2itr, --sin of the coping strategies enumerated

Several. theorists have spat_._., Dotential positive consequences
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of transition training-programs. CUmming and Cuirming (1962), for example,

stated that offering youngsters graded crisis experiences to work through'

under circumstances which favor successful outcomes, might facilitate
*

acquisitionvof resources to,handle later crises. Caplan (1965) also advocated)

transition training programs to foster acquis#ion of protective responses

by introducing limited stress under controlled conditions (i.e., first'

imagining an impending crisis with its concomitant negative affect, then

intervening with guidance, contemplation of alternatives, and rehearsal of

options).

While general transition training. programs as described by .Cummings,

Cummings, and Caplan have not as yet been.developed, several investigators-

have implemented Mc:-.72'specific interventions for particular tranSitions. For

`:example, Matese Shorr (in press) establishea behavioral child manac,.--

.;5

g

ment skills in '...:..arents :0 the birth of, their first child.. Broussard

(1977)'enhancee :-esteem by involving.them in mOther-infant groups

pne.month after the bilT -_neir child. In an effort to prevent'. onset of.

.dental anxiety,
: (1975), brouaht youngsters to a dentiSt's office

tip to 10 times ilpe -3t dental treatment. Prior to and during

zhildren's entr Signell (1972) conduCted Small parent group -'

meetings to.str72. ::2solution skills and provide parents a forum to.

discuss feeling: cc thair children's- transitions: Douglas and Jason .-(1.979)

instructed a first -eacher in behaViofaltechniques which enabled her to

managechildren in a f grad,a Classtodth effectiVely. Following, the closing of an

inner -city-elementary Bogat, Jones and Jaon (in'press) Provided transfer

children with a behaviL-al orientation program to facilitate their-entrance into a nel,,
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5060°1 System. In an attempt to prevent onset of speech anxiety, Cradock,

Cotleriand Jason (1978) provided youngsters entering high school behavioral

strategies which creased their confidence in public speaking. Finally,

Boyd,hueman, Ntaillan & Fretz (1979) established transition groups for

minority students entering college to facilitate'the :levelopment of friend-
_

ship contact and provide-them-an opportunity'todiscuse problem.

the'abovp preventive interventions focused on specific dlevelol=ental trar,

sitions (i.e., birth of first child, School entrance), it to

conceptualize more broad-based training programs prepar-

diverse transiticr encountered during adolescence.

In devisi:- :-.,2nsive transition training programs,LIt mic

-ossible --1_rrentallj derived principles inherent within

1-_:erventions-(Goldfried & Ybroaum, 1373; EanfE-__:-

& Thoresen, 1974; Watson a Tarp, 1972). 0115_

varier _ms,. a stress-inoculation mcdel, has been effez-ziv

with 7,!-Ic.c.las, _rscnal anxiety, anger,ancrpain (Neichenbaum &

1976; Ja=e4o, . Within this model, clients are initially prov:_dei

ratioL or their typical physiological, ,cognitive, and behavioral
- .

responses to stressful events; then they are taught specific strategies

for dealing with stress which include: physical coping (e.g., muscle re-
.

laxation), cognitIve.restructuring (replacing negative with positive self

statements), and behavioral rehearsal (role- playing specific ways of dealing

with'stressors). Several investigators have utilized components of he stress-
4 ,

inoculationrrodel in prevention oriented interventions. For example, Miler and

Eassinove (1978), successfully'taught scliool children cognitive restructuring

techni s basic principles of rational emotive therapy),. Hartman' (1979)
,

.

0
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intervention,-directed athigh-risk ninth and, tenth graders, facilitated7_

'more effective ways of responding to routine and stressful interpersonal'

situations by utilizing principles of stress management, cccmitive -e-
-'

structuring tactics, and social Finally EYE.. (1975)

also employed a-package approach in .tea---222,:, ,-,Dllege students; s: if- control

skills (i.e., progressive relaxation, assertive-."

ness training); Another component of self-,c=trol concerns ability to

solve interpersonal prOblems. Aure (Note 1), arm -ass, Alvarez-

Jason, and Cbtler (Note 2) lave used j.:-.::3t_=cticms and role to ehhanCE.

children's problem solving'abilities , cenerating alte=c_ e solu ions

to problems, identifying appropriate .:-.%-e=uences of one's a=ic_s).

above.stress inoculation and proble- procedures - whi=z:.

lower elevated levels of physiologi. arcusal, alter self-dia.:a=ing cogni ive

interpretations of stress, and expanc cahavioral alternatives fcr dealing .th

stressfUl events - might be effectively utilized'in preventive interventions

:aimed at enabling youngsters to better cope withevelOprrental. transitions.

While spedific transition training programs have been implemented,. none
. a

have been geared-toward the development of generic'Skills applicable to

diverse transitions. Advocates of the stress-inoculation and problem solving

.models have identified, effective techniques inpflysiological, cognitive, and

behavioral,modalities for amelioration, of target.disorders as well as an.
I

enhancement of-self-control.. Conceivably,. these strategies could be incorporated

into a broad-based preventive intervention focusing on'acquisition, of coping

responses to handle mileAone life transitions. The _resent study provided

such an intervention to aNgroUp of'adolescents whOCwere presently preparingI

'for ad tion from hi h school It was hypothesized
.gr ua

g t youngsters exposed

411111"/
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to,Such a program, in comparison to controls; would evidence higher self-
_

efficacy, and wcvld'use more cognitive restructuring strategies and problem

solving skilld. %

Method

Participants

Three classes of seniors'at aXhicago inner -citj high school were involved

in the study.' Within each class, youngsters were, randomly assignqd to an

experiffiental (E) or control (C) condition. Initially, 33 children were placed

theE group an& 32 in the C condition. Data losses (i.e., clue to youngsters

transferring to a new School-, being absent'when ,testing occurred, or requesting

not to participate in th!)stRdy), however, reduced the sample to 27 E'and

30 C youngsters. In this final/sample; there 1"gere19 females and 8 males in

the E-condition,-and 23 females and 7 males in the C group., There were=

significant sex differences,be&geed condi ons (x2(1)s= .59). -In the 5

group, there were 13 Latinos, 11-Blacks, .2 Caucasiams, and l_Oriental;

the_C group, 12 youngsters were Latino, 11'Were Black, 5 were.Caucasian, *and

2 were Oriental. There were also no signiticant, race differences'between E

and C conditiorrS (x.(1) = .68) .

-Intervention

Two psychology gradbate students led three E groups. Each of the grouPs

net about 45 minutes during 6 weekly sessions. Group size ranged from 8
. .

to 10, In order to participate in'the study, E youngsters were taken

I
out of a. religious studies class. Since program occurred' towards the

end of the school year, the seniors were told thei'r instructor" very

. ..,little academic work would be missed duringthe,6 anisition training
/ ..

1-project.
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There were three parts to the transition tZaining proyLam, and each
.

r >Involved two sesgions, .The:three component parts focused on teal-.u;ng adaptive

coping responses which involved either relaxation exercises, cognitive re-

or problem solving procedures.- Dtiring each of theN___
4

were exposed to several transitions which involved

structuring techniques,

sessions, the rungsters

either family-peer (e.g.,

I

_.) /engagement, breaking up withagirlfriend/boyfriend),

school (e..g., graduating high school, entering college or professional school),

or work (e.g., getting a first full-time job, being promoted to a job having

more responsibilities) issues. All the yjungsters were', involved in role-
-

playing various scenes involving these'transitions. FollOwing the role_play,

the-participants discussed how they felt about- the transition, how effectively.

\I they dealt with' the crises', and whichspecific coping strategies were employed..
-

During the first two"sessions, the particiPants were informed that during:

transitions, heightened levels of emotional aAusal are often experienced.

These 41evatedlevels of arousal can became maladaptive if experienced over

a prolonged period of time., The youngsters then discussed various techniques,

they employed to effectively reduce.excesgive arousal or anxiety. Following,

this discussion, the seniors were given the rationale for progressive muscle

relaxation (Jacobson, 1929). Using a script writt by Goldf4ed and Davison-
7

(1916, pp. 87-9,24, the seniors were taught how to relax by tensing and relaxing

various muscle groups. Priorto each induction, the youngsters were given

an. anxiety promoting transition to imagirtb. After the progressive relaxation

exercise, the youngsters discUssed haw

might )e in alleviating anxiety due to

effective)this relaxation technique

crisis situations. Othqr techniques

the participants occasionally used;were also discussed (e.g., meditation,

0
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sleeping, listening to quiet music). Following each of the first two sessions/

:the participants were asked_to spend same time each day practicing the

,progressive relaxation exercises at home.

. Training

10 .

During the next seSSIong-,6 theparticpants were instructed'in cognitive

restructuring techniques. The seniors were first acquainted with the notion

that perscnal-beliefS and self-statements can affeltione's n&d. in addition,

they were told that when difficult transitions are encountered, irrational

- 'beliefs or negative self-statements might arise. Next, each of. Ellis' (1962) 11

irrational beliefs were discussedi(e.g., "It is a necessity for us to be loved

/and approyed.by everyone we know.." "To be worthwhile, we need to-be competent,

adequate, and achieving infevekything."). The seniors were then given situations-

involving transitions to role play.. Within each of these scenes, one actor

adopted an irrational the other attempted to show a more rational

way of thinking. Following'each role play, the. participants had a chance to

discuss how the adoption'of a rational or irrational belief might affeit

our ability to successfully handle transitions.

Duringthefinaltwosessions,ad.achance to practice

relaxation and' cognitive restructuring tactics, as well as learning problem

solving strategies. The seniors were initially told that during perplexing

life situations, many are confronted with problems which seem difficult to

resolve. In order to become a more effective probleM solver, five stages of

problem solving (D'Zurilla & Goldfried, 1971) were presented and discussed-

(i.e., general orientation, problem definition, generating alternative sol-

decision- making, and verification).. All the youngsters then had a

chance to role play a transitional event, with one senior attempting to help

th e othr with the'difficult life situAtion. A prompt file card was 'given to
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the "helpers," so that they would-temeMber to offer advice based on the various

coping strategies (i.e., relaxation, rational thinkihg,"steps involved in

.prOblem solving). learned during the previous weeks. Voll6wing.the

all the youngsters discussed how effective the various coping strategiesi

might have been in resolving the transitional events.

Dependent Variables °

Six sets of-pre-post criterion.measures were -employed. The measurement

indices tapped written strategies used in coping with transitions, self-.

and_
isk

efficacy,,rational thanKing
, .

social supports.° In addition,.a cons

e ' t

to project participants.

satisfaction questionnaire was

I
J

. ..

ies Tes . During two pre-testing Sessions) as wellAas

. ' -
esting 'session, all `seniors welle presented wit a scene depictipg

,

is transition (e74., first-date, first part -time job) :

..Each volved an individual evidencing
I.

uncertaInty-Aboa how,to re

,youngsters wire asked, to list the strategies

-

some'anxiety; sere negative7self-

v the difficulty- The

they might use to resolve the

.ransition. Each written response was analyzed to determine the number of

words used and whether one or more of the following coping responses were mAde:

relaxation -- any attempt ti- reduce nerVOusness or calm oneself

Cognitive restruc-

turing

down through muscle relaxation. Credit is

given if the youngsteryoungster, indicates an effort to

calm doc.,n, relieve tehsion, or relax.

-- any attempt to reduce illogical reasoning or

)

negative self - statements through

statements, positive evaluations

12

positive self-

of. situations,
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sc ippotts

34

Two judges independently rated 50 Written responC s on the categories above

and obtained interrater reliabilitiesof 98% for muscle relaxation, 88%

for cognitive restructuring, 99% for problem solVing, and 94% for social

supports.

Self-EffiLcy. Self-efficacy refers to the conviction that, one can

Training,

12

and statements used to divertipne'S

an effort to reduce nervousness:

-7._any.attempt tObothgenerate alternatives and

select a sOlutiOn with the Most appropriate
r

conSeqUente.,.,Othoughts in

-- friends or fatiily umbers are used for advice,

..,-support, or information,,or efforts, at establi

friendships or being around

comfortable in -av; s ituation

rs bofeel more
.

successfully execute,a"behaviorto produce a certain outcome. :. aura and

Adams (1977) developed a short self-efficacy scale involving snake phobias.

Using this scale as a model, the present study's self-efficacy scale measured

whet/ her or not the partikpants think they could perform a list of behaviors
_

.

(when necessary,' become completely relaxed; change negative, thoughts to

positikre ones; successfully solve perscnal problems; use friends and

family 'solving difficulti ; successfully cope with transitions). Then,

each item was.rated on a 5 point scale to determine their confidence in

completing the task. Higher numbers indicated more confidence. The

reSponses,are'sdored for leveljthe. number of:tasks they felt they could

perform) and.str gth (the average confidence score)'.
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Illogical Statements. Jones (1968)-has developed a 100-item Irratienal

,

beliefs Test (IBT) based on the notion that a-major factor in emotional
d y/

problems is'the holding of certain irrational beliefs. Ad te reliability
,

---,. ,

estimates have been found for this' test. On each item, there is a 5 point

scale according to haw strongly one agrees or disagrees.with...fach item.

.

LOWer scores indicate more rationalllhinking processes.`
--

--7., 1.

,
Problem Solving. All youngsters completed the Adolesceht Problems ,

- 1
I6ento (Ereedman,,Rosentfial, bo , Schlurdt, & McFall, 1978). The'

14 b ''''. 4-1k 4 .-
test meas es "youngsters' competencies-in solving daily personal and social

..4
_...

.v, .>. .

problems. The multiple choice format of this test was used Higher scores
.. .

indicate better problem-solving abilities.

Life Stress. Sarason, Johnson, and Siegel (1978) have recently developed

'the Life Experiences Survey -(IRs), to measure life changes7-71-rt TPS is a ;

moderately reliable instrunentthich.measures life changes and is relatively
P

free from social desirability. It provides separate assessments of positive,

negative, and total life experiencesit

Social Supports. All Youngstersfilled out the Social spppoft System

Rating Scat q (Cause, Feiner, Ginter .& Primavera; Note 3). This scale has

high internal reliability. The scale has three stable factors consisting

1

of family (i.e., ents,,relatives), formal (i.e., guidance counselor,

teachers, principal, clergyman, empyment officer) and informal (i.e.,

friends, an adult not mentioned) support systems.

Consumer. Satisfaction. At program end, all E students Completed the

consumer satisfaction questionnaire. This questionnaire has a series of

5-point ,scales which tap students"' opinions concerning whether the goals of

14
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tbe progiam were net, -their satisfactf.ion with-techniques used in this
2

interveption, their feelings about theThroup-leaders,7and-their willingneds

14.

:to recommend the program to others.

Results

Coping Strategies

r

Tble 1 pdeents the data on the E and youngsters' use
A
of coping

. 6
.TZ y.....

4
Insert Table.

t.

1 about here k, ,4

---
, J

. '
stlateg". Expe4mental-vrsus

k
C differences

,

wpre tested using chi squares.
. .,

with Yates' correction for continuity. At th6tprepoint, there'were no
.

significant differences betweeWthe E and 'C conditions fOr any of the four
_ -------

.

cop g stiategies. At the postpoint; the E group used significantly, more

cognitive restructuring stateMents than the'C groUp (x
2
(1) = 12.22,-p < .01).

There were no other E versus C significant differences at the postpoint

testing period.

Multivariateimalysis

niThe 11 variables- having interval data were analyzed by a multivariate

analysis of'variance at the pepoint andiat the postpdint. The 11 variables

included the nUmber of words used in the coping 'strategies and the scores on
N

the two self-efficacy tests, the Irrational Aeliefs Test, the Adolescent.

0
Problems Inventory, the Life Experiences Survey (positive, negative and total),

and the Social Support System Rating Scale .(family, formal, informal).

There Caere no significant E versus C prepoint,differences among the variables

'(F(1,45) = .82). At the postpoint, there were significanttE versus C dif-'

ferences among the variables (F(11,40) = 2.84, p. < .01). Table 2 presents
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s '

the data on these 11 variables at bath pre and postpoints.

Insert Table 2 about here

Univariate Analyses"

Each of the 11 viriables'wasTanalyzed by a repehted measUr

of. variance. Comparisons which were lignificant are reported t_

There seas a significant pre versus st difference in the nuaba

'psaining

15'

used in coping strategies,CF(1,55) = 3.93, p.< .051. For the numhaz of
.

,tasks in the Self-Efficacy test, there was a significant treatment

time interaction (F(1,55) = 3.93, p < .05): For the Irratio441 Beliefs

.

=
e .

test,,there was a significant pre versus post difference (F(1,52) 9.99, -.

E. < .01),

-There was

and
.

treatmqnt.by.tIrne interactioni (E(1,52) =5,18, p <..05).,.

also a significant time by treatment interaction for the positive
,

r e

score of the Life. ExperiencT_Surirey (Ft1,54) = 3.17, p < .05). Finally,
r

-a
for both family and formal Sobial Sui*orp:,Systems Rating Scale, there were

significant pre versus t differences (F(1,55) = 10.06, p < .01, and

F(1,55) = 12.99, io < . espectively).

Priori Comparisons

Positive changes were predicted for the number of words used in the.cOping

strategies, the Self-Efficacy tests, the Irrational Beliefs Test, and the

Adolescent Problem Inventory. Planned3ort1Ogonal comparisons (Kirk, 1968)

were conducted on the variables wheie significant univariate result= had
,

F.

emerged. There were no,signifi6ant'loyersus post differences fc_ ize C

group. There we significant pr,,!versus post positive changes, it

.group for,number of words employed (t(55) = -1.87, a <,.05),thumber of
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tasks in the Self-Efficacy test-(t(55) 2 < and sum score

on the Irrational Beliefs test (t(52) = 3.68, 2 < .01).,

A Posteriori Tests
, ,

For the Life EXperienceS Survey Social Support System Rating Scole,

,

no 'predictions were Made prior to th .y. Employing Tukey's

test on variables where significant uni;, -fate results had emerged,p,tnerc

were no significant chariges in the C group over time. The E group, he -ever,

evidenced significant,pre versus post'idecreases in the number of famil

(055) = 2.62, p < .05) and formal (c(55) = 2.95,.p < .05') social sup:-

)

Consumer Satisfaction

The consumer satisfa ion consisted of ten.5-point items (hagher'
- r

numberS indicating.moreloositiv'e Scores). The seniors'first rated how well

the goals of the prograir were met. They gaveLan average rating of-3.3.for_

ILIreducing ankietY.when facing transitions; 4.0:for red-aping negative self-

,

statements when ..confronting transitions; 3e7 for increasing problerd.soLyin
,-

skills when facing transitions; and 3 7 for using social sbppor?s- Whe:-..,-

confronted with transitions. In terms' of haw useful the pro,_,Q.,dures were,
. . -

role playing:was gOen an average rating of 3.5; group discussion, 4.1; and
,

instructions, 3.4. Group lea S.-were given a rating o .2 in terms of being
° 221.1..

knowledgeable, and',4.5 for ability. The students indicated the :u16.

P.

recommend the ptogram to others, and they gave this last item an ay 7_

.sccme,of'3.8.

At the, bottom of the consumer satisfaction questionnaire,

Were asked to make any criticisms or suggestions about the'program.

senior wrote,that the relaxation exercises were boring and tedious. "-.fee

17--
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Al

youngsters wrote that the program should fs6cus on more relevant problems

such as teenage pregnancy, abortion, and divorce. Another senior, indicated

that while the program was'very interesting, "...the procedures used in

solving problems,were.a little weird." Another descr the projeCt as

an "interesting and very different experience;" Score of the'other more

positive comments are below: "I foul-id this programbeneaCial'in helping ft

discover positive things in my existance." "I know this program will dcne,

in handy in the future." "I will use some of these pr6cedures in filture

if I; need help." "You rrallyhelped n to really think out all -my problems

and to answzr them. Thanks!!" helped me to help Other people WhO

are in difficult.situations." "I think that problem solving is the nost elpful

to
.

people at7my age'becauSe we face problems everyday." feel that I have

benefited ffbm.the sessions as I Nave gone through alOt.as my mother has

been divorced twice, married the third time and I just moved from
A

a small town to a large city:V

the guidancecounselar also illed-out the consumer satisfacti

/questionnaike. Plb rated'alLitens with the'highest score posSzible. At the
.

hpttom of the Nrm, she wrote, "I only wish yolthad enough facilitators

-'to take the' whole class. Thahk yolit " The religious studies teacher;( whose

,

t'

> .4, i\

class thb children` had been taken ouof, indicated she would very mach

like to see the program provided to.all the children in her classeS next
I

Discussion

The study'S principal ending was that aprimary'prventivetransition

trainipq-pfOgramfor high school seniors brought about-significant positive

01"
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:tai

str

an:

for program participants

g s and length' :of stories

ational beliefs. In additi

ve

:_-_-atc-f

pr

..Ht.uticturillg, coping

f.e.-Llings of self-efficacy,'

-.was generally positively

18

dyed by both the seniors and so]. AMong the control youngsters,

significant changes on a wide riety criterion measures were found.

These findings suggest thattat lease in tr,,, short term, youngsters can

profit from a preVentive-program nvolvin:j rc_e-playing,.group discUssion,

and instruction which focuseS on wither e--,:tahlishing or eticZngthening,anti-

cipatory behavioral and cegitive strategf_ . for dealing With potentially
Ai

stressful transitional events.

In regard to the coping strategies, although directionali pre-post

'increases Oere noted for Es in all four, categories, the treatment group
.

'significantly differed from the C group on17 for cognitive restructurin:'

techniques. When given a some, _LreSsfuL transitional event, even

participation in the program, the majority _f E-youngsters still did not
,..

perceive the nee d for relaxin4, gerieratinc a, Ltaratives and selecti nN.
St
i;

most appropriate. one. On the other hard, --_-he 7.-ajority of program parti-
.

4

pan-cs could, utilize cognitive_restructurj_ng _-:traegies-and Nrite longe2
-

..
, . 'r S* .s cries by progrAm end., There are several wa--1 of-lterpreting these datf.

'.1%
1 . 3

orinterpreting
4,,

Cc-ceivably, transition training programs -rich:: need to devgtp more:thaP two

Sazsionstro'theielaxatipn'and probldM scLving =its before youngsters readily
_ .

en-1 these doping strategies -in analogua. :lions. Alternatively,:thee
.

might be a numbe

more relevant, adative, sustainable, andff-1

of alternative copinc str:_tegies which ard perceived as

by gh school seniors

undergoing,pote ially.stressftil life experiences jp.f., Silber, Hamburg,
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Coelho, MurP117, F

BY Program e.

nificantly highari.

significantly fell&

enhancement in

on these

that isj.progrz

responses whit

self-Statemerlt and

Neither E nOt (

Problem. nventory.

Training

& Pearlin, 1961).

19 ,

E youngsters.indicated thelcould perform a sig-
.

.zer of tasks.on the Self-Efficacy test., and they evidenced.

Irrational belief on the Irrational Beliefs Test. The

of self-efficacy and reduction in irrational beliefs

su77,-:,ts the findings on the Cbping Strategies test;

seemed moreNable tb construct,more extended-

__ f illogical reasOning.and focus on,positive.

-or=-
a- Iluations of situations.

c.
--7Ster.3 evidenced much change on the Adolescent-

Inventory is conceptualized ao assessment device

to tap situation. ,ipecific social behavioral skill deficits.' :Because Of

nature of this instrument, it probably evaluated more generalized social

and problem solving skills than ,were taught in the too sessions. 14hile-
,

t
increases l'oere noted on the -lore specific test of problem, solving abilitieS

# %

(i.e., the percent of proble7 solving strategiee:Used on the coping strategies
* .

.

.

,4
--..

test), at.postpoint ttal-e were no significant differences among the,E and C
& . .

. -
..youngsters. . Wer.-7=7;stherlif thete fipdings indicate that 'assessed problem,

,I

solving abilities .----ere 7Int..simificantly changed as a fUnctiOn of pareiCipating

in the interaCtior...
si

lOri two anci1,1.--y =ices, the Life E4erieAces. Stervey.(posi,tive Score) .

and Social, Support 3yste-a Ratj..ng Scale (family and formal), significant

univariate effects were found. In addition, the experimental up evidenced

darectional decreases rated positive and negative 'life events' and significant
s a

t

decreases in the ,?umber of family and formal supports. Possibly, the

nitive rest strategies were used by E youngsters to minimize st4or6

20
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'positive_ and negative affective responses to unanticiat:_ci

disrupt:. life events. This it an admittedly post-heo 3nat_

conse.quar should b:. ...iidered with caution. In te-

bot E . 2o1.7-,gst(- _':-.-idenCed reductions in famr

supports was ..tatistiott" lly sign: for

inter expedited .thes.graduatir..7 senio:.

::rcra.mbre traditional sources of stropot

c, icularly friends, ;remained (re..Zative2_

E and spy
,--.,

Seve. al reble -.-e encountered in actually imple_rrea- ng .±V.E:_ ye
.; .

1 ,progrtn.- lithin each of 'three clastes,' all theyouncster.cerE- i_nr.-____.

randomly ::V::...-E."3. ir t- c) -:`,r- a_77_1 7, groups.. 'Some,of the c yot..--_--,c_stc.-7.-s wet' ,. ..
...- ., . --,

a -..7.pt--._.inte.: the. .=--:.-_-.9_ not able to particpate-; in the `proje.7.t..

,treatrtser.- placebo tive.ohr-isted; pL-Dble7

addit _on, E mis4eci sewal religiOus S.-1)(9-1 es '-'1.3a8ses

j

pioblem..waz, a..tWhat 'attenuated by the fatt that byfti--_.9.; epd
4

rrost'af,:thete <,

u,classet were being sea.as free study :pe:.. -icds. Initial ,attaTpts
!

-to` plan the interve_--Ition'aroun actual_ study halls or norterocms failed due
. ,

-

`to, logistic 'reasons. Finally, severaX,yol.mgsters felt that s.ome of the
.

transitions used. in the' Orogramwre not relb-vant.

about responsi,bilities and requisite strategiep:.for taking ca-22 of a firtt

For example.,4, thinking.

.. newborn child e extremely discordant experiences for maw of seniors.

,The youngsters esponded more attentively to. t ansitions wh_ch eiLher the

seniors or their personal friends had experienced. Futir.-e

training programs. _ need' to-either select transitions Darticipar_.

21

f
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can actively_id(2.ntify with, or esrhl

which might initially appear fordic

. Training

21
_4

interest Iransitions

Previous behavioralprilllary pra-7-htive iarventions.

focus on specific developmental trar..:]_tions '.

the present study attempted toeStatlish or engthen gene:

,
applicable' to diverse transitions. ?-.)pefulll, fdture resea

a.
attempt to:'(a)`replicate the preseni L. inve8tigatc.

0
of transition. training programs for ot_ar.pconsland

anded to

.

mtrasti

.aping

i.ght i.

_feetiVenesso

vise programs
,

swhicfremphatize the eg t'tblishmencf di fferent cc7ing reSponsE
. There are

.

limitless poSibilities for 4.nvestigating preVe=_ve transit training

Pro9ramSgeare"4 towards establishing c iig res7=Ises by.introducing.lip3ita:
.p
stress undecel&otrolied conditions.

a ire
,

c

c.

-

.

oL
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Table 1

Pre and Post Data on Coping Strategies 'Ist
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Relaxation

Pre Point Post Point

.'s17% 19%
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Pre Vs. Post Criterion Measures for E and C Gioups (E = 27; C = 30)

NUinlieP WordS' Used in Scene

X

E 35.30

L32.10

Self-Efficacy

Tasks

Confidence

z
3.15.

3.83

E 3.00

C 3.21

Irrational Beliefs Test

Adolescent Probl ns Inventory

C

295.81

294.70

5.94

6.15.

ExperiencesExperiences

Survey.

Positive

Negative

Total-

2.02

2.19

1.51

1.56

.44

.51

SD

Post

X SD

17.82 42.40 19.11

19.59 36.30 18.03

1:23 3.70
`/.

1. jo

1.26 3.63 r1.45

.61 3.15 .53

.57 3.26 .70

20.72 283.42a a 18.18

15.71 292.70 18.19

1.11, 6.08 1.22

.56 6.18c .91

.78 1.67b .90

.65 2.33 2.33
/

.8S 1.44-
b

.95

.93 1.36 1.36

1.24
b

.15 1.19

1.13 .7 .72

3.1

Cont.
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I. le-3 (Cont.)

Social ',Support

System Rating Scale.

FamL ily

Formal

Informal

4.

f

/
* 4.59 1.21- 4.04 1.26(

4. .94 4.47 1.01

E 7.85 1.96. 6.70 2.04

° = C 8.33 2.23 7.87 1.76

E 4.85 .86 4.96\ .90

C 4.60 1.07. _4.73 1.08

= 24

= 26

n = 28

a

1/4
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